HMIS USER NOTES
Remember that beginning next year, scoring on renewals for all HUD and other funded programs will be dependent upon HMIS certification which includes
active participation in HMIS, meeting attendance, data timeliness, and participation in AHAR and PULSE Project reporting. Failure to do so will jeopardize
funding for all in that category.
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HMIS Monthly Reports
Beginning November 1, 2011 we will be sending out Monthly Reports to each of our HMIS providers. The
Monthly reports will give you the information you need to fix any errors in HMIS. It is very important that you
use the ShelterPoint workflow when entering clients. The Monthly report is an entry/exit based report so if the
answers are not dated on or after the entry/exit date they will show up as null values. An example of the report
is shown below:

Tab A, B, C

Tab A, Overall Summary at the bottom of the page gives you a summary report representing the combined data of all selected providers.
Tab B, Summary by Provider is identical to Tab A except for the fact that it sections
the data by provider, showing each provider on a separate page.
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Tab C - Client Detail displays an individual listing of all program entry exits in the data pool sorted by client ID as shown below. The table includes a column for each required data element, and displays the word
“Null” in red font if the element has not been completed, the word “Ok” in green font if the record has been
completed, or a black dash if the requirement does not apply to the particular client’s entry or exit. This section is used to identify records needing completion. Rows that contain no NULL values will be displayed in
gray font.

